MEETING NOTES
GREENSBORO FIRE HOUSE JOB MEETING 3/05/2014
1. Fire chief has had a conversation with someone who may want to buy the excess topsoil
from the firehouse site. This would be preferable to trying to waste all the material on-site.
We will only need to be sure we keep enough material to finish our site around new
construction.
2. Reviewed application for payment No. 5 from E.F. Wall. Categories are OK- there is sufficient
money left to complete the project. Valdine checked the math and then signed the
application.
3. Reviewed C.O. #3- Katie has only included the blocking, low voltage wiring for doors. The
Change to the radio closet will be processed when we have final number from electrician.
4. Note possible change issue for short run of 2” pipe at water entrance may be coming up.
We reviewed other minor changes which are taken care of; only change now anticipated on
building is the new baseboard and radio closet work. There will still be added cost for gravel
for the site- hopefully balanced by sale of topsoil?
5. Discussed concern about the size and location of the exhaust fans on outside of building.
They will detract from the appearance of the barn-like structure, but we do need them.
Checked submittals after meeting- these are what was submitted.
6. Talked about eyewash station- Fire Department will decide what size to purchase and town
can buy direct.
7. Discussed completion- Wayne believes building can be near complete if=n about three
weeks. Site work completion is entirely dependent on the weather changing which at this
stage is anybody’s guess.
8. Discussed phone lines- these will need to be installed for callout on the sprinkler system
before the system is activated. Discussed need for three lines. Town will follow up to order
service installation

